The NA62 experiment at CERN SPS aims to measure the branching ratio of the ultra-rare kaon decay K + → π + νν with 10% precision, collecting ∼ 100 events, assuming the Standard Model (SM) branching ratio of 8.4 × 10 −11 , starting in 2016. The NA62 experiment uses a kaon decay-in-flight technique and is exposed to a 750 MHz high-energy unseparated charged hadron beam, in which kaons are a minor component (6%). Kaon identification is therefore mandatory to reduce the interference of the dominant non-kaon component with the experimental measurements. The NA62 kaon identification system and its performances are presented.
Introduction
The NA62 experiment at CERN SPS [1] aims to measure the branching ratio of the ultrarare kaon decay K + → π + νν with 10% precision, collecting ∼ 100 events, assuming the Standard Model (SM) branching ratio, starting in 2016. The K + → π + νν decay is a Flavour Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) process and therefore it is forbidden in the SM at the tree level. Furthermore, it is highly CKM-suppressed: B(K + → π + νν) ∝ λ 10 . These properties make this decay very sensitive to new physics. The SM expectation is B(K + → π + νν) = (8.4 ± 1.0) × 10 −11 [2] and the current experimental measurement is B(K + → π + νν) = 1.73 +1.15 −1.05 × 10 −10 [3] , which is based on 7 candidates observed by the E787 and E949 experiments at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). Unlike the experiments E787 and E949 which used kaons at rest, the NA62 experiment uses high-momentum (75 GeV/c) K + decaying in flight. An advantage of this choice is the higher energy of the decay products, which increases the rejection power for the main background, the K + → π + π 0 decay. A disadvantage of a high-momentum beam is that pions and protons, which dominate the secondary beam, cannot be efficiently separated from kaons. As a consequence, a particle flux ∼ 17 times greater than the kaon one passes through the NA62 detector, possibly interfering with the experimental measurements. Positive identification of kaons can reduce the non-kaon contribution to the K + → π + νν background to an acceptable level, and is therefore essential to meet the experimental goal.
The NA62 Kaon identification system
The kaon identification is based on a ChErenkov Detector with Achromatic Ring focus (CEDAR) placed in the incoming beam. CEDAR counters [4] have been constructed and used at CERN since the early '80s for SPS secondary beam diagnostics. They typically operate in charged-particle beams of MHz flux and have timing resolution of order a few ns. The NA62 experimental strategy requires the kaon identification system to satisfy the following conditions:
-kaon tagging efficiency of at least 95%; -kaon crossing time measurement with a resolution better than 100 ps; -pion rejection below 10 −4 ; -capability to perform at a nominal instantaneous rate of 45 MHz (kaons); -capability to stand a radiation level of 1 Gy/year.
To cope with the challenging 45 MHz kaon rate and to achieve the required time resolution, a new photon detector, called Kaon TAGger (KTAG), has been built and assembled for the CEDAR.
The CEDAR detector
The CEDAR detector is a steel vessel of 55.8 cm external (53.4 cm internal) diameter and 4.5 m length filled with N 2 gas and containing an optical system, which is sketched in Fig. 1a . The Cherenkov light emitted by beam particles traversing the vessel is reflected back by a Mangin mirror, passes through a chromatic corrector lens and arrives to a diaphragm, which selects only light rings within a specified radial range. The diaphragm has a radius of 100 mm and an adjustable width (from 0 to 20 mm) set to 1.5 mm, optimal for K/π separation. The light passing through the diaphragm arrives to eight quartz spherical windows, which are attached at one end of the vessel and surround the nose (Fig. 1b) , and reach eight EMI 9820qb Photo-Multipliers (PMTs), mounted at the upstream end of the quartz windows. However, the original CEDAR PMTs cannot stand the nominal NA62 kaon rate of 45 MHz: considering the limits on the current drawn from these PMTs it follows that the maximum affordable positively-identified beam particle rate is ≈ 8 MHz. In addition, their individual time resolution is ∼ 2 ns. Therefore, the kaon time resolution cannot be better than 700 ps, well away from the 100 ps required from the NA62 experimental programme.
KTAG: the new photon detector
To achieve the NA62 rate and timing requirements, each original CEDAR PMT has been replaced with a high-granularity configuration of single-photon counting photomultipliers. The new KTAG photon detector [5] is shown in Fig. 2 . An additional structure, spider-shaped with eight arms, is mounted at the upstream end of the vessel, surrounding the nose and the eight quartz windows. The structure, contained in an additional part referred to as enclosure, is divided into two mirror-symmetric halves and supports the new PMT matrices. In the following, the space between two arms and the corresponding attached equipment will be referred to as a sector. Each sector contains a focussing lens ("optical cap") mounted at one quartz window, a spherical mirror and a solid metallic container ("light box"), hosting light collection cones machined in a solid aluminium plate ("light guide") and the front-end electronics. The light collection cones have been designed in order to maximise the light collection efficiency and reduce the dead areas. The new PMT matrices are equipped with 48 single-anode PMTs: this configuration allows a reduction of the photon rate and average anode current per PMT down to a sustainable level at the nominal NA62 beam intensity. The photo-detector technology required for the KTAG must be able to perform single photon counting. The PMTs chosen for the KTAG design are based on metal package photomultipliers of the Hamamatsu R7400U and R9880U series, 03 and 210 types respectively. Both models were selected for their size (8 mm diameter active area) and compactness (16 mm x 12 mm cylindrical shape), time performances on single photon detection (∼ 300 ps), resistance to radiation, low dark count rate (∼ few Hz), sensitivity to visible and near-UV wavelengths. Each KTAG PMT matrix is equipped with 16 R7400U-03 and 32 R9880U-210 Hamamatsu PMTs. However, to allow the possibility of future upgrades, the light guide layout has been designed to contain 64 PMTs. The front-end used to interface the PMTs with the readout system relies on NINO ASIC [6] (8 channels) mezzanine chips. In each light box (Fig. 3a) a board housing 8 NINO mezzanines (Fig. 3b ) is used to shape and discriminate the output signal from PMTs. The NINO chip operates in time-over-threshold mode and its threshold can be set remotely and independently for the 8 NINO mezzanine boards. The NINO digital output is finally sent to the TEL62 motherboards [7] , a major upgrade of a FPGA-based readout board inherited from LHCb readout system.
Performances of the NA62 kaon identification system 3.1 Kaon time resolution
The CEDAR/KTAG detector has enough degrees of freedom to estimate its own time resolution without relying on an external time reference: the number of hits per kaon (Fig. 4a) is large enough to evaluate the time of the event by performing an average. The residuals with respect to the average (Fig. 4b) are a measurement of the time resolution of an individual PMT, while the global time resolution can be estimated by dividing by the square root of the number of hits. It is a slightly biased estimate, because of the correlation between average and residuals, but for a number of hits of the order of 10 or more the bias is negligible. The single PMT time resolution, after applying time offsets and time slewing corrections, is about 300 ps (RMS). Since the mean number of hits per kaon candidate is about 20, the kaon time resolution is about 70 ps. 
K/π separation and kaon identification efficiency
The discriminatory power of the CEDAR/KTAG detector for identifying π + , K + and protons is shown in Fig. 5a in terms of the number of coincidences of signals in the sectors, as a function of the N 2 gas pressure. Three peaks are resolved. Each of them corresponds to a different beam component: the peak at lower pressure to pions, the intermediate one to kaons and the one at higher pressure to protons. The peak heights reflect the beam composition. Clear separation of the π + , K + and proton peaks is observed by requiring a coincidence of signals in at least 5 sectors.
The kaon identification efficiency is evaluated from a sample of K ± → π + π 0 decays reconstructed without applying any kaon identification requirement. The efficiency measured for different requirements on the number of sectors in coincidence is shown in Fig. 5b . 
Conclusions
The NA62 kaon identification system consists of a differential Cherenkov detector upgraded with a new photon detector. The kaon time resolution is measured to be about 70 ps. The kaon identification efficiency measured with reconstructed K + → π + π 0 decays is greater than 98% when requiring Cherenkov light in coincidence in at least 5 sectors. For the same coincidence requirement, the probability of misidentifying a pion as a kaon while operating at the kaon pressure is estimated to be O(10 −4 ). All the measured performances meet or exceed the NA62 requirements.
